


Police Report
Case n°=2020-359015                                                                                                 Date:17/04/2020

Reporting officer :                                                                                              John McDonald     
Prepared by :   Detective Tristan LEG  EAY                       at :                 The Department Of Illinois 

Incident :

       At 16:09 the police of Chicago received a call from Lisa Anderson; She said she found the dead 

body of her boyfriend, the well-known athlete Jackson Wace in his apartment at the 21 markdown 

street.

Detail on the crime scene:

       The police arrived at 16:23 in the victim's apartment, there were no signs of forced entry on the 

front door which probably means the victim knew her assailant. In the living room, Ms.Anderson was 

standing next to the wall with blood all other her hands and clothes, crying. They found a knife close to

the body of the victim, and some bloodstains around him on the carpet. It seems that Mrs.Wace 

suffered from a fatal wound in the heart. The only other clue that the police found was the smartphone 

of Mrs.Wace that they found near the sofa.

Actions taken:

       Our only suspect was Ms.Anderson, so right after the area was closed by the police, we took her to 

the police station to interrogate her. In the same time a CSI team was called to the scene, with a medical

examiner, a blood analyst and a fingerprints analyst to determinate how Jackson Wace died, and get the 

profile of the murderer, especially the height and the strength, by analyzing the bloodstains we found, 

and the possible fingerprints on the crime scene, so that we could hypothetically find Ms.Anderson 

innocent. Officers John McDonald and Paul Smith proceeded to the interrogation of the close friends 

and family of the victim to know who was mad at Jackson. I also send the smartphone to the 

technology unit of the police to see if we could get some information too from his last messages.
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Incrimination:

       After the examination of the smartphone, we learned of Mrs.Wace got two rendezvous the day of 

his death, one with his best friend Peter Williams at 10:00, and one with his former coach Ben Taylor at

15:00. The analysis of Mrs.Wace's body and the bloodstains allowed us to draw the profile of the killer 

up, the one who did this is 6' tall, so Ms.Anderson was disculpate. The medical examiner also told us 

the victim died around 15:00, but Mrs.Williams was working at a coffee shop since 13:00 to 18:00, so 

that leads us to only one guy: Ben Taylor; 

we just needed the incriminating proof, and we found it by analyzing the crime weapon: the knife. The 

examination of the fingerprints on the knife, compared with Mrs.Taylor's ones, showed us they were 

the same. When we told that to Mrs.Taylor, he immediately confessed the crime. He did this because he

needed money for buying a new house, and the only way for him to get it was by winning the next race,

where Jackson Wace was favorite.

All the documents and proofs of Mrs.Wace's guilt are in this report.
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   Read and
   Approved
   18/04/2020

Signature:



AUTOPSY REPORT N°

ADULT FORM PROTOCOL 2020-359015

I performed an autopsy on the body of:                                          JACKSON  , Wace  

at:    the DEPARTMENT OF ILLINOIS                        on   04/18/2020 0935   

From the anatomic findings and pertinent history I ascribe the death to:

(A)         STABBING                                                                                                                   
DUE TO OR AS CONSEQUENCE OF

(B)                                                                                                                                           
DUE TO OR AS CONSEQUENCE OF

(C)                                                                                                                                           

DUE TO OR AS CONSEQUENCE OF

Anatomic summary:

The dead body of a 27-year-old Caucasian man has been discovered in a house in Chicago. A 

knife was placed near the corpse marked by dried blood. The body has been discovered with the clothes

worn, there was a lot of blood. Except for the big amount of blood, the clothes were really clean. The 

tee shirt was soaked with blood. This one included one cut at the heart’s height. After undressing the 

corpse I made a summary of all the bruises I found:

- two gashes at the heart’s height

- one haematoma on each elbow

Judging by the decomposition state of the body, I estimate the crime hour between 8 am and 4 

pm the April 17th 2020.

Main bruise:

The two gashes at the heart’s height are very deep (one more than the other). The murderer must

have done it twice before piercing the thoracic cavity. The first cut (I assume) is shallower than the 

second. The first cut is not the cause of the death cause it only affected muscle tissue (pectorals) and 

did not affect the heart. The second one rather than the first one has deadly cut the victim’s heart 

leading to the victim’s death. The axe of the cuts shows that the murderer must be taller than 5 feet and 

less tall tan 6 feet.

Secondary bruises: 

           The haematomas on the elbow are quite light compared to the heart’s cuts. I am guessing it was 

done when he fells. It must be done after the murder, because the haematoma regeneration has barely 

begun.
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AUTOPSY REPORT N°

ADULT FORM PROTOCOL 2020-359015

I performed an autopsy on the body of:                                          JACKSON  , Wace  

at:    the DEPARTMENT OF ILLINOIS                        on   04/18/2020 0935   

Previous hospitalization:

I see nor evidence of previous hospitalization. Every teeth are originals and there is no filling.

Other commentaries:

I saw no other bruises on the body. After dissection and auscultation of the body, I discovered 

black lungs, due to a long exposure of smoke (I found this strange for a professional sportsman). That 

was however an ancient exposure cause the lungs started to recover from this traumatism.

Conclusion and note:

After a complete examination of the corpse, I can confirm that the victim died because of the 

two heart’s cuts then he fell and bruised his elbow (by the way he was probably already dead when he 

fell). The murderer must be between 5 and 6 feet tall, and be quite strong (to pierce the thoracic cavity).

Autopsy performed by:   Malo POTEREAU, forensic physician     8 the               

depa<ment 8 Illinois                                                                                            

the: 04/18/2020                                                                                                   

at: Chicago Police OfJce                                                                                         

Signature:                                                                                                       
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Laboratory Heisenberg Chicago, forensic division Written on April the 7th 
2020

Case n°4408998884993990

Bloodstains pattern analysis 
Case n°4408998884993990, Murder of Mr. 

Wace Jackson
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Laboratory Heisenberg Chicago, forensic division Written on April the 7th 
2020

Case n°4408998884993990
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       Picture - 2 photograph of several projected / impact stains

The blood on the picture is consistent with the DNA of the victim: Mr. WACE 

Jackson. We found different kinds of spatters that gave us clues to understand and 

reconstruct, what we think should be, the moment of Mr. WACE’s death. In the 

following of this report, the different types of bloodstains found on the crime scene 

will be presented and analyzed, each kind at a time. You will find the conclusion we 

drew at the end of this report.



Laboratory Heisenberg Chicago, forensic division Written on April the 7th 
2020

Case n°4408998884993990
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Picture - 2 photograph of several projected / impact stains

In the lower right quadrant of the picture, are a series of projected stains pattern. 

Each stains are separated by a voided area of from approximately 1 cm to 3.5 

centimeter. All these stains present an elliptical shape (except for a few satellites 

round shaped, around some of the projected bloodstains)



Laboratory Heisenberg Chicago, forensic division Written on April the 7th 
2020

Case n°4408998884993990
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Picture - 3 photograph of two projected / impact stains 

The primary stain is approximately 1 cm in length and 0.2 cm in width. The secondary 

stain is approximately 1 cm in length and 0.2 cm in width. Both seem to have traveled 

from where the body of the victim was found. Most of the stains on Picture 2 are the 

same dimensions and are the same shape as the two stains presented right over. The 

estimated impact angle of all the stains is approximately 40 degrees (with the floor) 

so we can assume that the victim was standing when she was stabbed. Judging by 

their lengths and shape,  these projected bloodstains were projected with high 

velocity. We can assume that these stains were formed when the aggressor took back 

his knife from the victim (still standing) of a really fast manner.

This deduction is supported by the presence of the same type of stains, around 50 cm 

further, a little bit shorter but pointing at the same direction.



Laboratory Heisenberg Chicago, forensic division Written on April the 7th 
2020

Case n°4408998884993990
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Picture 4 photograph of litlle projected stains

These stains are approximately 0.5 cm in length and 0.1 cm in width.

We can confirm our deduction by looking at these elements, which clearly seem to be
the extension of the blood figure.



Laboratory Heisenberg Chicago, forensic division Written on April the 7th 
2020

Case n°4408998884993990
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Picture 5 photograph of three drops of blood

In this photograph, we can see three drops of blood. The one located on the lower left 
quadrant of the photograph is the biggest of the three. This stain has a radius of 

approximately 1 cm. Its round shape suggests a fall from a height of a meter and a 
half at an angle of 90 degrees. The stain located on the upper left quadrant has a 

radius of approximately 0.5 cm. Its origin seems to be essentially the same as the two 
other stains. The last stain of the three is located in the upper right quadrant of the 

photograph. Its radius, measure around 0.8 cm and its origin seem to be the same as 
the other two. 

Judging by their shape and width, we can assume that these drops of blood emanated 
from the wound at the heart of the victim, and probably come from the spurt of an 

artery. We think that the most little stain of the three is probably a drop of blood that 
beaded down the knife so we can assume that the culprit stood still for little moment 

before leaving.
According to this study, we can mostly reconstruct the aggression: the aggressor 

stabbed Mr.WACE, removed the knife quite fast. In that movement, the blood splashed 
the floor in the shapes we described above. He then stayed standing a moment, before 

wiping the blood off the knife (because we have no more stains that could give us 
informations).



Laboratory Heisenberg Chicago, forensic division Written on April the 7th 
2020

Case n°4408998884993990

Forensic in charge of analysis : Frappier Valentin

Double checked by : Gaben Jack14, Arthur Street Chicago.

Report written by:   FRAPPIER Valentin , forensic physician       8 the               

depa<ment 8 Chicago (Illinois)                                                                             

                  

the: 04/20/2020                                                                                                   

at: Chicago laboratory Heisenberg                                                                         

                  

Signature:
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INVESTIGATION REPORT

PRIVATE and CONFIDENTIAL

Case n°=2020-359015                                                                                       Date: 19/04/2020

Reporting officer :                                                                                                         John McDonald  

Prepared by   :   Detective Halexi GRENIER                                        at   :  The Department Of Illinois     

Testimony Report :

Interview with Jackson's mother :

Investigator: Hello Mme Wace, I feel so sorry for your loss, I can’t imagine the pain you are going 

through. Do you mind if I ask you a few questions?

Ms Wace: I'm devastated. My son and I were very close. We used to talk about everything. I remember 

us talking all afternoon about his situation. And now, all of this is gone...

Investigator: How was your son these last days? Was he in trouble or anything?

Ms Wace: My son had problems. Between his girlfriends, his training, the pressure of his coach, he 

didn't know which way to turn. I never imagined it was that much

Investigator: His girlfriend found him dead when she came back, she has been releasing from a 

questioning. What is your opinion about his girlfriend?

Ms Wace: My son was in a relationship with her for 3 years now. I never had a good feeling about her. 

Jackson told me she was very possessive and jealous. In the beginning, I couldn't believe him, but once 

he told me about this incident: They were both walking in the street, one of my son's fans came up and 

offered him a bunch of flowers. Apparently his girlfriend took the bouquet, threw it down and stamp on

it. The two girls started fighting. All to say that she is crazy. In any case, all I'm sure of is that she was 

very attached to him.

Investigator: Thank you Mme Wace, do you know if Jackson recently saw a friend?

Ms Wace: I don't know. He didn't have a lot of friends. And it wasn't because he wasn't friendly but 

rather because he didn't have time for that. His life was divided between sport and his girlfriend. And 

when he had free time, Jackson came to see his lonely mom. But he had one friend, one true friend. 

They met in primary school and never lost contact since. I never liked him. He was the kind of person 

to take advantage of my son. He used to spend most of his time at home. I never said anything because 

I saw that my son was having a great time with him and I wanted him to be as happy as possible.

Investigator: Thank you so much for your time during this period, I know it's hard. I just have a last 

question for you. Where were you and what were you doing between 9 and 12 a.m?

Ms Wace: I was at home with my french friend Jeanette watching « Who wants to be a millionaire ». 

She can confirm.
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Interview with Jackson's girlfriend :

Investigator: Hello  Mme Anderson, I know this must be a hard time for you, we're trying to understand

what happened, is it okay If I ask you some questions?

 Lisa Anderson: I don't know what to do, I feel destroyed. It's like someone took a piece of me out. I 

miss Jackson terribly...

Investigator: I sympathize with your loss. Can you tell me something specific about your relationship?

 Lisa Anderson: You know, I always have a temper, but Jackson and I were in love, We even talked 

about the wedding and having a baby. I was so attached to him. If I ever find the one who did this …

Investigator: How long have you been in a relationship?

 Lisa Anderson: It has been 3 years since we were together and I had finally reached happiness. I had 

trouble in the past but Jackson helped me so much, I owe him my life.

Investigator: What kind of trouble?

 Lisa Anderson : 3 years ago, I had bulimia problem, I don't want to talk about it

Investigator: OK it's fine. Jackson's mother told me you were jealous. Is that true?

 Lisa Anderson: Well, I love Jackson so much that I won't let anyone near him. Because of his 

notoriety, many girls have tried approaches. Thanks to me, those girls won't try anything now.

Investigator: What do you mean by “won't try anything now”?

 Lisa Anderson: Every time a girl tried something, I was there to put her back in her place.

Investigator: OK, I see, anything else to say about Jackson?

 Lisa Anderson: Hmm yes. There was also his best friend. Always here to take advantage of Jackson's 

situation. Jackson was so nice to him. His best friend was jobless, he never tried to found a job. Jackson

paid him everything. It was a burden for Jackson... And I couldn't do anything about it, Jackson never 

gave me his friend's phone number

Investigator: Thank you, what were you doing between 9 and 12 a.m?

 Lisa Anderson: I was hanging out with my friend Lola, we went to the mall for shopping

Interview with Jackson's best friend :

Investigator: Hello Sir, how do you feel?

Peter williams : I don't know. I can't realize what just happened. I wish it was a joke.

Investigator: I understood that you were Jackson's best friend. Was there anything odd about him?

Peter williams : We didn't have much time to meet each other. So we were talking by messages. I saw 

that he was pretty stressed. He couldn't focus on his training. I met him before his death, we talked a lot

about his training, his relationship with  Lisa. He didn't what to do, he was lost. He had this idea to stop

sports, and try to have a normal life

Investigator: What did you say after that?

Peter williams : I told him not to stop. He was lucky to be a high-level athlete, many would like in his 

shoes. The tone went up between us, we fought and I left.
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Investigator: Did it happen a lot between you two? Did you feel anger towards Jackson? 

Peter williams : Wait, are you suspecting me?

Investigator: Not at all, I'm investigating, just answer my questions

Peter williams : I WOULD NEVER KILL HIM, HE WAS MY BEST FRIEND. Ask his Regis Regis 

instead. I know they kept arguing and his Regis was particularly jealous.

Interview with Jackson's Regis :

Investigator: Hello Sir, I'm here to ask you a few questions about Jackson's death

Regis: I’d rather be honest from the start. We didn't like each other. I'm pretty glad he's dead. He was 

hiding from me but I respect him for the athlete he was.

Investigator: Were you in competition?

Regis: Indeed, he just beat me. I needed this little thing to get to his level

Investigator: What was that little thing?

Regis: I don't know, it’s a secret only he knew

Investigator: What kind of secret? 

Regis: I don't know, it must be something like cheating or doping...

Investigator: Can I ask you where were you between 9 and 12 a.m?

Regis: Of course, I was on the track, training for the competition

Signature :    Read and Approved 
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CHICAGO LABORATORY                                                                                   DNA TEST

Dr Hamza Saad

OFFICIAL DOCUMENT

                 Case

     2020-359015

                 

test n° 359015-20

 DNA Found on the crime

scene    

           

                 1-359015-20

  Peter Williams

                  2-359015-20

Ben Taylor

               3-359015-20

Locus             Pl                  Allele sizes                  Allele sizes                   Allele sizes

D3S1358      1,96
VWA          4,29
D8S1179      1,27
D21S11       4,92
D18S51       4,54
D23441       2,15
D19S433      3,97
TH01         3,07
FGA          6,82
D22S1045     9,68
D5SB18       0,87
D13S317      1,76
D7S820       3,04
D10S1248     3,97
D2S1338      4,78

Amelogerin       
 

      17       18
      16       
      13       
      27       28
      11       16
      10
      16       18
       6        8
      21       23
      13       14
      12       
      10       12
       9       11
      13       
      14       17

      X        Y

      14       15
      19       22
      11       14
      18       21
       7        9
      13       14
      16       19
      10       13
      17       20
      11       12
      12       15
      7        9
      8        9
      17       18
      12       13

      X        Y

      17       18
      16       19
      13       15
      27       28
      11       16
      10
      17       18
      6         8
      21       23
      13       14
      12       16
      10       12
      9        11
      13       
      14       17

      X        Y

Interpretation: 

We compared the DNA found on the knife with Peter Williams and Ben Taylor’s one.
Based on testing results obtained from the DNA analyses, We can tell with a probability

of 99,998% that the DNA on the knife is the same as the DNA of Ben Taylor, which is 
more than enough to proove that Ben Taylor is guilty. This probability of match is 

calculated by comparing to an untested, unrelated, random individual of the general 
population (assumes prior probability equals 0,50).

               
         Signature:
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Read and 

approved


	All the documents and proofs of Mrs.Wace's guilt are in this report.

